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stand - ing, letting Soul define our days, As we seek to let the Christ-light lead us in all our ways, Cleansing thought in Truth's sweet fountains, dis-solv - ing pride and hurt and
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fear, We find ourself as Love's pure likeness, radiant, free, and clear. We re-

joice in perfect being, one with Mind, expressing Soul, Seeing God's cre-

a - tion complete and ever whole. We de-light in Spirit's har-mo-ny, color, form, and
grace, Shown forth in unfolding beauty that holds all in Love's embrace.

When we seek the inspiration that heals us of all pain, As we lift the condemnation that would...
bind as if a chain, Then we know that we are guided by everlasting Love, Revealed

in and as true being — our self-hood from above. We rejoice in perfect being, one with

Mind, expressing Soul, Seeing God's creation complete and ever whole. We de-
light in Spirit's harmony, color, form, and grace, shown forth in unfolding beauty, that holds

all in Love's embrace —— that holds all eternally in

Love's embrace.